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Design of a Neuronal Array
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Retinal ganglion cells of a given type overlap their dendritic fields such that every point in space is covered by three to four cells. We
investigated what function is served by such extensive overlap. Recording from pairs of ON or OFF brisk-transient ganglion cells at
photopic intensities, we confirmed that this overlap causes the Gaussian receptive field centers to be spaced at !2 SDs (!). This, together
with response nonlinearities and variability, was just sufficient to provide an ideal observer with uniform contrast sensitivity across the
retina for both threshold and suprathreshold stimuli. We hypothesized that overlap might maximize the information represented from
natural images, thereby optimizing retinal performance for many tasks. Indeed, tested with natural images (which contain statistical
correlations), a model ganglion cell array maximized information represented in its population responses with !2! spacing, i.e., the
overlap observed in the retina. Yet, tested with white noise (which lacks statistical correlations), an array maximized its information by
minimizing overlap. In both cases, optimal overlap balanced greater signal-to-noise ratio (from larger receptive fields) against greater
redundancy (because of larger receptive field overlap). Thus, dendritic overlap improves vision by taking optimal advantage of the
statistical correlations of natural scenes.
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Introduction
There is a well studied hypothesis for the function of the receptive
field of a ganglion cell: the center Gaussian sums locally corre-
lated signals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Tsuka-
moto et al., 1990), and the surround Gaussian subtracts broadly
correlated signals to reduce redundancy (Barlow, 1961; Sriniva-
san et al., 1982; Laughlin, 1983; Atick and Redlich, 1990; van
Hateren, 1992, 1993). Each cell type forms an array, whose spac-
ing sets spatial resolution. Array structure is such that the nearest
neighbors of a cell lie at the perimeter of its dendritic arbor
(Wassle and Boycott, 1991), and this causes dendritic fields to
overlap considerably. In fact, despite the common notion that
cells in an array simply “tile” (Emoto et al., 2006), the “coverage
factor” from dendritic overlap is actually 3– 4 (Wassle, 2004).
Because synapses distribute on the membrane at a constant den-
sity (Freed et al., 1992; Kier et al., 1995; Calkins and Sterling,
2007), dendritic overlap uses many more synapses than would
simple tiling. Although this costly design is conserved across cell
types and species, its function is unknown.

One idea is that dendritic overlap is just sufficient to produce
spatially uniform contrast sensitivity across the array. Receptive
field centers in the dark-adapted rabbit retina are separated by

!2 SDs (2!) DeVries and Baylor (1997) and by 2–3! in light-
adapted primate retina (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002, 2003;
Frechette et al., 2005; Shlens et al., 2006; Field and Chichilnisky,
2007). Two ! is the largest separation at which Gaussians sum
linearly to form a flat surface (DeVries and Baylor, 1997), but
given inhibitory surrounds, nonlinearities, and response variabil-
ity, the question remained: does this center spacing actually
achieve uniform sensitivity? To answer this, we recorded from
pairs of neighboring ganglion cells and asked an ideal observer
(Geisler et al., 1991; Dhingra et al., 2003) to detect a spot based on
the responses of either cell alone or both combined. Array per-
formance indeed proved to be spatially uniform.

Although spot detection is a special case, performance for any
task is limited by the amount of represented information (Gei-
sler, 1989; Cover and Thomas, 1991; Thomson and Kristan,
2005). Therefore, we assessed performance more broadly by mea-
suring how the amount of information represented by an array
depends on its structure. Larger receptive fields increase informa-
tion by collecting more cone inputs and thus improving SNR.
However, at fixed spacing, larger receptive fields also overlap
more, which increases redundancy in an array. Because the re-
sponse range of a cell is finite, redundancy reduces the total in-
formation of an array. Thus, we hypothesized that receptive field
overlap should balance the advantage of greater SNR against the
disadvantage of greater redundancy. We found for model arrays
that natural images (whose statistical correlations, when aver-
aged, can improve SNR) are optimally represented by !2! spac-
ing; however, white noise (which lacks statistical correlations) is
optimally represented by simple tiling without overlap. Thus,
overlap in a ganglion cell array cooperates with single-cell synap-
tic weighting to optimally represent the statistical structure of
natural scenes.
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Materials and Methods
Preparation. We recorded responses from brisk-transient ganglion cell
pairs in the guinea pig retina in vitro. Retinas were obtained from adult
guinea pigs (400 –700 g) of either sex. An animal was first deeply anes-
thetized (ketamine at 40 mg/kg, xylazine at 5 mg/kg, and pentobarbital at
50 mg/kg); then its eyes were removed, and the animal was killed by
intracardiac injection of barbiturate (pentobarbital at 20 mg/kg). Eyes
were placed in oxygenated (95% O2–5% CO2) Ames medium (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) containing sodium bicarbonate (1.9 g/L) and glucose (3.6
g/L). The anterior half and vitreous humor of each eye were removed,
and the posterior half was radially incised and mounted on filter paper
with ganglion cell layer up, preserving the attachment of the retina to
pigment epithelium, choroid, and sclera. The whole-mount retina prep-
aration was then placed in a recording chamber on an upright micro-
scope and superfused continuously (6 ml/min, pH 7.3, 36°C). All proce-
dures conformed to National Institutes of Health and University of
Pennsylvania guidelines.

Recording. Viewing under infrared-Hoffman optics, we selected adja-
cent brisk-transient cells based on soma size (!20 "m) and spacing
(!200 "m). Simultaneous recordings were obtained via loose seals with
independently manipulated glass electrodes (8 –12 M"). Stimuli were
computer generated (Pelli, 1997), displayed with a miniature cathode ray
tube monitor (MicroBrightField, Colchester, VT), and projected on the
retina through the microscope optics (4#; numerical aperture 0.13; im-
age size, 3.2 # 2.4 mm). Mean background intensity was 7900 photons/
"m 2/s (equivalent to !2.0 # 10 4 R*/cone/s and !0.6 # 10 4 R*/rod/s at
535 nm or 36.1 cd/m 2, using a measured nodal distance of 5.05 mm and
pupil diameter of 2.0 mm). The same retinal illuminance for cat or pri-
mate is equivalent to !100 cd/m 2. In primates, this intensity saturates
the rod photoreceptors and is therefore considered photopic (Penn and
Hagins, 1972; Adelson, 1982). A recent study, however, showed that
guinea pig rods at this light level are not saturated but instead account for
50 –70% of the total response (Yin et al., 2006). Similar mesopic rod
adaptation has been demonstrated in other species with cone-sparse ret-
inas (Tamura et al., 1989; Nakatani et al., 1991). Defining “photopic” as
the intensity range at which the rods are saturated, our mean background
intensity is formally mesopic.

Spatiotemporal receptive fields were measured with a binary white
noise (checkerboard) stimulus (DeAngelis et al., 1995; Chichilnisky,
2001). Cells were confirmed as brisk transient based on their spatiotem-
poral response characteristics and autocorrelogram (DeVries and Baylor,
1997; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Koch et al., 2004). Reverse corre-
lograms were computed on-line and fitted with difference-of-Gaussians
functions to locate the receptive field centers and relative surround
strength and width. Quality of the fits was evaluated by normalizing the
receptive field peak to 1 and computing the root mean square error
(RMSE)

RMSE # !"$X! i, j $ Xi, j%2 (1)

between the data points and the fitted function. For all cells, RMSE was
low: 0.08 & 0.01 (mean & SEM; n ' 44). There was no difference be-
tween the quality of fits for ON and OFF cells (ON, 0.08 & 0.012, n ' 22;
OFF, 0.08 & 0.010, n ' 30). Optimal spot size was determined for each
cell from the response to a brief spot centered on the receptive field
(diameter of 50 –2000 "m, 100 ms). Optimal spot size for members of a
neighboring pair typically differed by (5% and never )10%. In the
detection experiments, the applied spot size was the average of the op-
tima of two cells.

To measure contrast detection, a spot was presented for 100 ms. Weber
contrast

C # $Is $ Ib%/Ib, (2)

where Is is spot intensity and Ib is background intensity, was varied be-
tween 0.5% and 30% and comprised an intensity increment (light spot)
for ON cells and a decrement (dark spot) for OFF cells. Recordings were
analyzed only when responsiveness for both cells was stable for 200 trials.
To minimize adaptation, stimuli were presented in a random, interleaved

order, and each 100 ms flash was followed by 900 ms of background level
illumination.

After recording, cells were penetrated with a sharp electrode and filled
with Neurobiotin and fluorescent dyes of contrasting color (Alexa Fluor
488 and 568; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Tissue was then fixed (20 min;
4% paraformaldehyde), reacted with cyanine 5-conjugated streptavidin,
mounted on a glass slide, and imaged by confocal microscopy (60#,
numerical aperture 0.9).

Contrast detection. To measure the contrast sensitivity surface, detec-
tion thresholds of the recorded ganglion cell pairs were computed with
an ideal observer (Geisler et al., 1991; Dhingra et al., 2003; Dhingra and
Smith, 2004). Briefly, responses were binned (40 ms) (Dhingra and
Smith, 2004), and half of the 200 recorded trials were used to train the
ideal observer, i.e., to build probability distributions for the response of
each cell to each contrast. The other half was used as test trials to measure
discrimination performance. We used 40 ms time bins because these
were found to be optimal in a previous study of contrast sensitivity that
used the same guinea pig brisk-transient cells (Dhingra et al., 2003).
Shorter bins required more stimulus repeats without improving detec-
tion threshold, whereas longer bins degraded detection (Dhingra et al.,
2003, their Fig. 4 B). In responses to bright stimuli, variance of first spike
time and duration of the response to a 100 ms flash is ((40 ms, but, for
dim flashes, variance and response duration increases significantly. It
appears that 40 ms time bins optimally account for these two factors.

Combining the responses of two cells, the ideal observer was provided
with twice the number of temporal bins. We used a “template method,”
which maximizes performance (percentage correct) by comparing the
spike count in time bins of a test trial to response probability distribu-
tions obtained from the training trials. Decisions were based on a likeli-
hood ratio test that took the stimuli (spot/no spot) to be equally likely a
priori, reflecting the experimental design. This test is optimal for noise
distributions (i.e., conditional probabilities of the response given stimu-
lus) of any shape (Dhingra and Smith, 2004). Our procedure is equiva-
lent to a Bayesian discriminant, or maximum likelihood method for
stimuli occurring with equal probability (Braverman, 1962; Geisler et al.,
1991; Duda et al., 2000).

We tested several discrimination templates, including the difference
between the means (optimal when the noise does not vary), the differ-
ence between the means divided by the variance (optimal when the noise
changes between time bins), and the Fisher linear discriminant (optimal
when noise changes arbitrarily and may be correlated) and found that the
differences in performance were minor. This agrees with the evaluation
of various discriminant methods by Chichilnisky and Rieke (2005).

Optimal overlap for representing natural images. An observer’s ability to
decide correctly on any visual task is constrained by the amount of infor-
mation available from the retina (Geisler, 1989; Thomson and Kristan,
2005). Thus, we hypothesized that, for a given cell density, receptive
fields should overlap such that total transmitted information is maxi-
mized. To test this hypothesis, we constructed model arrays of two-
dimensional difference-of-Gaussians receptive fields and used images
from a library of natural scenes (van Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998) to
ask how the array should be arranged to maximize represented informa-
tion. We used images of natural scenes because they have characteristic
spatial correlations (Field, 1987) that might in part determine the opti-
mal overlap. Taking into account the specific statistical structure of the
input of the visual system under natural viewing conditions has been
important in explaining the structure of the spatiotemporal receptive
field of an individual cell (Srinivasan et al., 1982; Laughlin, 1983; Atick
and Redlich, 1990; Tsukamoto et al., 1990; van Hateren, 1993). Here, we
applied a similar approach to determine how individual cells should be
arranged within an array.

Modeling a ganglion cell array. The analysis measured information
transmission in an array with a simple linear–nonlinear model, in which
populations of ganglion cells were represented by linear center-surround
filters whose outputs were rectified to mimic the spike threshold, and
then mapped nonlinearly to fill the finite dynamic range of a ganglion
cell. An overview of the model is shown in Figure 1 A. Two variables
determined how much information was transmitted: SNR of a ganglion
cell and redundancy within the array. Increasing the receptive field size
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improved the SNR of the response of each cell
but, at a fixed cell density, also increased the
redundancy between cells. Our hypothesis was
that, in the real retina, these tendencies are
balanced.

To test this, we constructed a model in which
a single image pixel represented a cone, and gan-
glion cell receptive fields were constructed by
summing the cone signals with a difference-of-
Gaussians (center-surround) weighting func-
tion. Width and strength of the inhibitory sur-
round were fixed to match the average values
measured for brisk-transient ON and OFF cells.
These ganglion cell receptive fields were ar-
ranged to mimic the relative densities of ON and
OFF ganglion cells that we measured in the
guinea pig retina (ON spacing, !32 pixels; OFF
spacing, !24 pixels; results were robust to vari-
ations in the precise separation). This defined
the spatial layout of the model array.

SNR of a cone. Our analysis required the SNR
for the responses of receptive fields of widely
varying size. Because receptive field size could
not be freely manipulated in the real retina, we
modeled ganglion cell noise as arising from vari-
ability at the cones and progressive degradation
at the bipolar synapses. It is not feasible to di-
rectly measure variability at the cones in an in-
tact retina preparation, but, for our model, it
could be estimated from the literature.

The cone synaptic response function mea-
sured by Choi et al. (2005) shows a maximal
sustained release of !250 vesicles/s. The maxi-
mum release rate sets the dynamic response range of the cell, and, assum-
ing that vesicle release is a Poisson process, the measured maximum gives
!10 distinguishable signaling levels over a 200 ms integration time (Choi
et al., 2005). The SNR of the cone, defined here as cone signal variance
divided by the cone noise variance (Cover and Thomas, 1991), is approx-
imately the square of the number of signaling levels, i.e., SNRcone of
!100. Note that, to comply with the conventions of Cover and Thomas
(1991), used below in information calculations, SNR is based on signal
and noise variance; another common convention uses SDs, in which case
SNR equals the number of signaling levels, i.e., 10.

There are several caveats in applying the SNR estimated from the study
by Choi et al. to our model ganglion cell array. First, the experiments of
Choi et al. were performed in lizard, and mammalian vesicle release rates
may be significantly higher (DeVries et al., 2006), which would increase
SNR. Second, Choi et al. measured sustained release. At a given mean
intensity, the sustained rate tells how much release can maximally de-
crease in response to a light flash. However, a dark flash could evoke a
transient increase in release, which would increase SNR. Indeed, Choi et
al. showed, by applying a light pulse paradigm or evoking maximal re-
lease with high K *, that cone release could be increased by up to twofold.
In view of these uncertainties, we tested how much optimal cell spacing
varies with cone SNR. We found that the results presented here are robust
to 4 log units of variation in the estimated cone SNR (see Results). This
was because optimizing total information depended more on the tradeoff
between SNR improvement by summation against redundancy and less
on the actual value of the cone SNR.

SNR improvement. The ganglion cell receptive field sums responses
from many cones, whose input noises reflect photon noise, which is
uncorrelated. Consequently, SNR of a ganglion cell response improves
relative to that of a single cone. If ai is the strength of a receptive field at
photoreceptor i, si the vesicle release rate at photoreceptor i, and 0 ( rij %
1 the correlation coefficients between photoreceptors, i.e., #si sj$ ' s 2 rij,
with #si

2$ ' s 2, then assuming uncorrelated noise and letting SNRcone be
the SNR of a single cone, SNR after summing over the cones in a receptive
field is f 2 ! SNRcone, where

f2 # "
i

"
j

aiajrij/"
i

ai
2 (3)

is the signal-to-noise improvement factor and (i,j) extend over all the
photoreceptors in the array (Tsukamoto et al., 1990). Here, rij is the
correlation coefficient between pixel intensities at different points. In
practice, the computationally lengthy sum over pixels in the formula for
f 2 was performed over an 80 # 80 array for model difference-of-Gaussian
receptive fields with relative surround widths and gains fixed by our
measurements for ON and OFF brisk-transient cells. We verified that
increasing the size of the pixel array did not change the computed value of
f 2 in the range of center sizes used here. Over this range, the signal-to-
noise improvement factor was well described by a quadratic polynomial
in ! [ON mean square error (MSE), 0.31; OFF MSE, 0.38] (for a discus-
sion of the origin of this quadratic dependence, see Derrington and Len-
nie, 1984). This polynomial was used to extrapolate the SNR improve-
ment factor to larger ! when necessary.

SNR of a ganglion cell. Summation over cones improves SNR in a
receptive field, but noise in both the bipolar cell (which forwards the cone
signal to the ganglion cell) and in the ganglion cell itself reduces it. Al-
though cone SNR relied on an estimate, subsequent SNR reduction at-
tributable to noise in the bipolar cell and ganglion spike generator is
known. Comparing contrast sensitivity measured postsynaptic to the
cones with contrast sensitivity in a ganglion cell showed a twofold reduc-
tion in contrast threshold across the bipolar cell (B. G. Borghuis, R. G.
Smith, and P. Sterling, unpublished observation). This implies a twofold
reduction in signaling levels and hence a fourfold reduction in SNR
(defined as the ratio of signal and noise variances; see above). Further-
more, direct measurement showed that the conversion from membrane
voltage to spike train raises contrast threshold by another twofold (Dh-
ingra and Smith, 2004). This implies another fourfold reduction of SNR.
For the overall SNR of a ganglion receptive field, this gives

SNRrf # $1/16% & f2 & SNRcone, (4)

where 1⁄16 represents the combined SNR reduction in the bipolar and
ganglion cell, and f 2 is the receptive field SNR improvement factor

Figure 1. Computing information represented in a ganglion cell array. A, We constructed a model whose inputs were images
of natural scenes. Each pixel was represented by a cone with SNR estimated from the literature (see Materials and Methods).
Postsynaptic to the cone, SNR was reduced to account for the reported loss of contrast sensitivity in the bipolar cell and ganglion
cell (see Materials and Methods). The resulting cone signals were integrated with a difference-of-Gaussians weighting function
with center and surround parameters obtained from real cells, which gave a spatial receptive field for each ganglion cell in the
array (shown here for 2 cells). The integrated cone signal was mapped nonlinearly onto the dynamic response range of the
ganglion cell (see Materials and Methods). We then computed, for a range of receptive field center separations, information
represented by the array. B, In images of natural scenes, luminance correlations persisted across space, but contrast correlations
decayed sharply. Correlations between luminance responses [responses of receptive field (RF) centers] persisted at large separa-
tions (circles; plotted here in units of !). Correlations between contrast responses (responses of receptive field center + a
balanced surround) vanished at !4! (triangles). Luminance and contrast responses were independent at any separation
(squares). Here ! ' 12 image pixels.
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(Tsukamoto et al., 1990) (Eq. 3). Equation 4 gives the SNR of the linear
filter whose output was rectified and mapped to a response level by a
saturating nonlinearity. The nonlinearity filled the bandwidth of the
model cell as efficiently as possible by using as a response function the
cumulative probability distribution of the rectified filter outputs given
natural image inputs [also called “histogram equalization” (Laughlin,
1983)]. The resulting nonlinearity had a characteristic sigmoidal, satu-
rating form, roughly approximating the contrast response curve of a
ganglion cell (Dhingra et al., 2003). Because ON and OFF type brisk-
transient cells have the same contrast sensitivity (Dhingra et al., 2003),
the same method was applied for both types.

We chose to model the nonlinearity rather than measure it because our
analysis of optimality required contrast response functions for cells of
varying size (whereas the actual arrays use cells of fixed size) and also for
scenes with widely varying mean contrasts. The SNR improvement by
pooling in the linear filter translates directly into SNR improvement of
the model ganglion cell output because, in the linear range of the re-
sponse function, noise in the filter sets the number of discriminable
response levels. Because the optimal spacing turned out to depend on
SNR improvement rather than the absolute SNR value, the precise func-
tional form of the nonlinearity was unimportant to our findings. Finally,
we approximated the ganglion cell output as a Gaussian channel (Atick
and Redlich, 1990; Laughlin, 1994; Mante et al., 2005) so that the amount
of information about visual stimuli represented by this response is
(Cover and Thomas, 1991)

I1 # $1⁄2% & log2,1 ' SNRrf-. (5)

Our results do not depend strongly on the Gaussian assumption because
they are driven by two general facts: (1) the number of discriminable
signaling levels increases with receptive field diameter (Derrington and
Lennie, 1984), and (2) information goes as the log of the number of
signaling levels (Cover and Thomas, 1991; Laughlin, 1994). Equation 5
provides an approximation that embodies these two facts.

Information in a receptive field array. Finally, the total amount of in-
formation about visual stimuli represented by an array of N overlapping
receptive fields is

IN # ($!% & N & I1, (6)

where the factor ((!), which lies between 0 and 1, accounts for the
redundancy, or shared information, in the responses of an array of re-
ceptive fields with center SD !. To compute ((!), we split the response of
a receptive field into a weighted sum of local luminance and contrast.
Luminance was defined here as the response of the central Gaussian and
contrast as the difference between the responses of the center and a
balanced surround (i.e., a surround with relative strength equal to 1; see
Appendix). In natural images, luminance is correlated over large dis-
tances (Burton and Moorhead, 1987; Field, 1987), but contrast correla-
tions decay rapidly (Fig. 1 B). In addition, luminance and contrast in
natural scenes are statistically independent (Mante et al., 2005) (Fig. 1 B).
Using these facts, it is shown in Appendix that, for natural scenes, a large
array of receptive fields signals mostly contrast information. Further-
more, because of the short range of contrast correlations, most of the
redundancy in contrast responses comes from receptive field overlap.
This is used in Appendix to show that the information represented per
receptive field (IN/N ' ((!) ! I1) approaches a constant as the array size
increases, given by

($!% ! I1 # $I1 $ 2 ! MIadj $ 2 ! MIdiag%. (7)

Here MIadj and MIdiag measure the mutual information (for definition,
see Cover and Thomas, 1991) in the contrast responses of nearest neigh-
bor adjacent and diagonal pairs in an array of receptive fields with center
SD ! (Cover and Thomas, 1991). Specifically, given the responses R1 '
{r1} and R2 ' {r2} of two receptive fields, with probability distributions
Pr(r1) and Pr(r2), and a joint distribution Pr(r1,r2), the mutual informa-
tion is MI(R1,R2) ' H(R1) * H(R2) + H(R1,R2), where H is the entropy
of a distribution given as H( R) ' +.rPr(r) log Pr(r). This statistical
quantity summarizes how well the response of one receptive field pre-
dicts the another response: every bit of mutual information improves

accuracy of prediction by a factor of !2. The response probability distri-
butions were measured by exhaustively sampling the responses of model
receptive fields to a library of natural scenes (van Hateren and van der
Schaaf, 1998).

Results
We studied 26 pairs (8 ON/ON, 12 OFF/OFF, and 6 ON/OFF) of
neighboring brisk-transient ganglion cells in the visual streak of
the guinea pig retina (Demb et al., 1999). The brisk-transient cell
corresponds to the parasol/M cell in primate retina (Wassle,
2004).

Overlap of dendritic fields and receptive fields
When neighboring cells of the same type (ON or OFF) were dye
injected, their dendritic fields were seen to overlap (Fig. 2A). OFF
cells overlapped slightly more than ON cells, but generally the
dendritic tips of a cell reached the soma of its neighbor. This
degree of overlap gives a “dendritic coverage factor” (dendritic
field area # cell density) of !3.5 and agrees with previous studies
that filled cells with fluorescent dye or Neurobiotin (Vaney, 1991;
Dacey and Brace, 1992; Lohmann and Wong, 2001).

To measure receptive field overlap, we recorded simulta-
neously from neighboring cells while stimulating with spatiotem-
poral white noise (Fig. 2B). Receptive fields were fitted with a
radial difference-of-Gaussians function:

Receptive field # Lc $ kLs, (8)

where Lc is a unit normalized Gaussian representing the excita-
tory center, Ls is a unit normalized Gaussian representing the
inhibitory surround, and k represents the relative strength of the
surround. The average center width (SD of the central Gaussian,
!) was 111 & 26 "m (ON, mean & SD; n ' 22) and 116 & 30 "m
(OFF; n ' 30). The relative surround width (surround SD in
units of center !) was 1.37 & 0.44 ! (ON; n ' 22) and 1.40 & 0.45
! (OFF; n ' 30). The relative surround strength (i.e., k is weight-
ing of the surround Gaussian) was 0.81 & 0.31 (ON; n ' 22) and
0.72 & 0.34 (OFF; n ' 30). Absolute distance between nearest
neighbor receptive field centers was 228 & 85 "m (ON/ON; n '
8) and 191 & 56 "m (OFF/OFF; n ' 12). Thus, receptive field
centers were spaced at 2.05 & 0.50 ! (ON/ON) and 1.86 & 0.55 !
(OFF/OFF). OFF cells were more closely spaced, but both types
were separated by !2!.

The diameter of the excitatory region of the receptive field,
measured with spots of increasing size, showed spatial summa-
tion up to 519 & 81 "m (ON; n ' 22) and 487 & 73 "m (OFF;
n ' 30), equivalent to 4.7 & 0.7 ! (ON) and 4.1 & 0.6 ! (OFF). As
expected, functional coverage exceeded morphological coverage
(Peichl and Wassle, 1979). This gave a “receptive field coverage
factor” (receptive field area # cell density) of 4.1 (ON) and 6.1
(OFF), which exceeds by many fold the requirements for “perfect
tiling,” in which the excitatory regions of receptive fields cover
without overlap.

Computing the sensory surface from linear summation
Receptive fields in dim light are well described as single Gauss-
ians, and, given their spacing at 2!, they sum linearly to give a
sensory surface that is flat (DeVries and Baylor, 1997). However,
receptive fields in bright light are difference-of-Gaussians, so we
calculated how the spacing of difference-of-Gaussians would af-
fect the linearly summed sensory surface. Starting with the re-
corded receptive fields, we simulated arrays with different spac-
ings and then Fourier transformed the sensory surface to assess
flatness. Finally, we compared the simulated array sensitivity
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(height of the sensory surface) with that of a single cell (peak of
single-cell receptive field) (Fig. 3).

In a simulation, narrow spacing (center separation (1!) pro-
duced a flat sensory surface, with an array sensitivity more than
twice that of a single cell (Fig. 3A, top). Wider spacing decreased
the array sensitivity until !2!, where it approximately equaled
single-cell sensitivity, and the surface remained flat (Fig. 3B). Still
wider spacing reduced the array sensitivity below that of a single
cell and caused sensitivity to dip between neighbors (Fig. 3A,
bottom). The abrupt appearance of dips in the sensory surface at
separations exceeding 2! was seen most clearly in plots of the first
harmonic response (Fig. 3C). This confirmed for difference-of-
Gaussians receptive fields the result reported for simple Gauss-
ians (DeVries and Baylor, 1997).

If ganglion cell receptive fields were indeed linear, then simply
summing the receptive fields in an array as in Figure 3 would
measure the average population response. However, the spike
response of a ganglion cell is not a linear function of the stimulus.
Moreover, the response varies across trials and may be redundant
between neighbors. The magnitude of these factors is not known,
and therefore array sensitivity cannot be computed a priori.
Thus, we directly measured contrast sensitivity across the retinal
surface.

Measuring the sensitivity surface
A simultaneously recorded brisk-transient ganglion cell pair was
stimulated with a brief spot (100 ms, 1–15% Weber contrast; see
Materials and Methods) at nine positions along a line through the
receptive field centers of cells. The linear summation of receptive
fields together with assumed response linearity predicts that the
combined firing rate of the pair of cells should be independent of
spot position. However, we found that, for a suprathreshold
stimulus, the combined firing rate actually peaked for a spot mid-
way between the two receptive field centers (Fig. 4A). This was

true for all recorded pairs (n ' 11) (Fig. 4B). We next asked how
these extra spikes affected detection by an ideal observer that used
all the information available from both spike trains.

The ideal observer (as detailed in Materials and Methods)
detected a spot in a single-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice
paradigm based on the time-binned response rates of either cell
alone or the two combined (Geisler et al., 1991; Dhingra et al.,
2003; Dhingra and Smith, 2004). For a suprathreshold spot over
cell 1, detection performance based on the response of that cell
was high (!90% correct). As the spot moved away from the
center, performance declined in accordance with the domed re-
ceptive field profile (Fig. 4C). However, when responses of both
cells were combined, performance did not decline for locations
between the two cells (population average shown in Fig. 4D), nor
did it improve as might have been expected from the increased
combined response rate. Thus, although the total population fir-
ing rate varied with stimulus position (Fig. 4A,B), for a suprath-
reshold stimulus, the contrast sensitivity surface was flat (Fig.
4C,D). Naturally, for spots beyond the receptive field centers of
cells, combined sensitivity decreased because the response of the
nearest neighbor was not recorded (Fig. 4C, positions (100 "m
and )120 "m).

Next, we measured the contrast sensitivity surface near detec-
tion threshold. For this, we recorded from ganglion cell pairs
while a low-contrast spot of optimal size was presented in one of
three locations: centered on either cell or between the two. To
compute contrast detection threshold at each location, an ideal
observer decided on the basis of the response of either cell alone
or in combination if a spot had been presented. This paradigm is
analogous to that for psychophysical detection, and the criterion
for detection threshold was set accordingly at 68% correct (Dh-
ingra et al., 2003; Dhingra and Smith, 2004). For the example pair
shown in Figure 5A–C, a spot centered over cell 1 gave a contrast
threshold of 4%, and, over cell 2, it gave 7%. For a spot centered

Figure 2. Dendritic fields and receptive field centers of brisk-transient ganglion cells overlap. A, Dendritic fields of an OFF/OFF pair typically overlapped by !40%. To compute overlap, we
measured the dendritic field area of each cell from a polygon drawn around the dendritic tips of a cell. We then divided the shared dendritic field area by the average dendritic field area of the two
cells. B, For each recorded pair, temporal filter characteristics (left; spike-triggered average of the white-noise response) were strongly similar. Spatial response profiles (right) fitted with
difference-of-Gaussians functions (RMSE, 0.080 & 0.01; mean & SEM; n ' 52) show that neighboring ganglion cell receptive fields overlap substantially. The example cell spacings shown here,
2.1! (ON/ON) and 1.7! (OFF/OFF), are representative for our sample and correspond, respectively, to receptive field coverage factors of 4.1 and 6.1.
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on one cell, adding the response of the other did not improve
detection (Fig. 5A,B).

For a spot between the two cells, detection thresholds based on
individual cell responses were higher than for centered spots (5.5
and 9.9%) (Fig. 5C). However, threshold computed from the
combined responses matched the average of the thresholds for a
spot located directly over the individual cells (mean difference of
(5%) (Fig. 5E), and this was true for all recorded pairs (n ' 15)
(Fig. 5D–F). Thus, also at threshold, the contrast sensitivity sur-
face was flat (Fig. 5F).

These data show that detection of a threshold spot over one
cell is not improved by including the response of a neighbor (Fig.
5A,B). This was primarily because the response of the neighbor
was weak, with a low SNR (Fig. 6A), but each cell has several
neighbors, and conceivably their pooled responses might help.
To test this, we used the recorded responses to simulate addi-
tional neighbors by assigning to each one the successive responses
of the recorded neighbor. This simulation assumed that neigh-
bors have identical response characteristics (i.e., belong to the
same cell type) and that noise in their responses is uncorrelated.
When up to six neighbors were added, contrast detection still did
not improve (Fig. 6B). As a control, we assigned neighbors the
successive responses of the optimally stimulated center cell; then,
as expected, detection did improve, as the square root of the
number of cells (Fig. 6B).

Combined sensitivity of ON and
OFF arrays
Within each brisk-transient array (ON and
OFF), cells were separated by !200 "m.
We selected several pairs across arrays
(ON/OFF) with the same separation and
stimulated with a spot of either polarity.
Like the same-sign pairs, neighbors in an
ON/OFF pair did not improve contrast de-
tection for a spot centered on either cell
(Fig. 5D). Furthermore, for a spot between
cells, combined threshold matched the av-
erage for the two cells with centered spots
(Fig. 5E). For one ON/OFF pair with rela-
tively high receptive field overlap (!74%
shared excitatory receptive field area, cen-
ter spacing 1.2!), combined threshold was
somewhat lower than that for either cell
alone (Fig. 5E, marked with *).

For the foregoing experiments, we de-
liberately selected pairs separated by !200
"m. However, because ON and OFF arrays
cover the retina independently, ON and
OFF receptive fields can overlap com-
pletely. Furthermore, an ON cell could re-
spond to a dark flash with a decrease in
spontaneous firing, which could improve
detection. To test the combined responses
of co-spatial ON and OFF receptive fields,
we combined in simulation the response of
an ON cell to a centered dark spot with the
response of an OFF cell to the same spot.
Surprisingly, this yielded the same detec-
tion threshold as the OFF cell response
alone.

To explain this, we assessed the sponta-
neous firing rates of the cells. These were
generally low: 0.3 & 0.2 spikes/s for OFF

cells (n ' 24; mean & SEM) and 7.5 & 2.5 spikes/s for ON cells
(n ' 17). Although ON cells on average showed higher sponta-
neous firing than OFF cells, 11 of 17 ON cells had rates (4.0
spikes/s. With trial-to-trial response variability, it appears that
such a low spike count cannot give reliable detection through a
decrease in firing. Although we cannot exclude that an ON cell
with high spontaneous rate could improve OFF cell detection of a
dark flash, we found no such effect in our data. Thus, although
the off response of an ON array might signal a suprathreshold
dark spot, this response does not improve detection at threshold.

Optimal spacing in a ganglion cell array
The !2! spacing of receptive field centers is conserved across
mammalian ganglion cell arrays. This suggests that this cell sep-
aration is functionally meaningful, and indeed, we found that, for
small spots, this spacing provides uniform contrast sensitivity
with the fewest cells. However, under natural viewing conditions,
the input of the retina is more complex and has a distinct statis-
tical structure: 1/f spatial correlations (Field, 1987) and a skewed
intensity distribution (Richards, 1982). Because these properties
were instrumental in explaining the structure of the spatiotem-
poral receptive field of an individual cell (Laughlin, 1983; Atick
and Redlich, 1990; Tsukamoto et al., 1990), we asked, how well is
an array with 2! spacing adapted for representing information
from natural scenes?

Figure 3. Simulation predicts that 2! receptive field center spacing gives a spatially invariant sensory surface. A, The average
array sensitivity (linear sum of single cell receptive fields at each location, Sa) at 2! spacing equals the peak sensitivity of a single
cell (peak height of receptive field, Ss). Simulated difference-of-Gaussians receptive fields (black lines) show that array sensitivity
(gray line) decreases with wider spacing. Receptive field parameters were obtained from spatiotemporal white-noise recordings;
results shown for ON cells, OFF cell parameters gave similar results. B, At !2! spacing, average array sensitivity approximates
peak sensitivity of a single cell. For spacing )2!, sensitivity dips between receptive field centers and the sensitivity surface
becomes bumpy. C, The Fourier transform of the sensitivity surface of the array shows that flatness breaks abruptly for receptive
field spacing exceeding 2!. y-Axis shows modulation amplitude at the fundamental frequency divided by the mean.
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Using a model array (see Materials and Methods), we tested
with natural images how spacing affects information represented
in array responses (Fig. 7A) (van Hateren and van der Schaaf,
1998). We found for a fixed density of array elements that, as
receptive field centers expanded, their SNRs improved because of
summation over multiple correlated signals. Improving SNR in-
creased the information represented in each receptive field. Con-
versely, larger receptive field centers also gave greater receptive
field overlap, which increased redundancy between array ele-
ments. This, in turn, reduced total information represented by
the array. To evaluate this tradeoff, we assessed the optimal
overlap.

The fixed separation of the model ganglion cell receptive fields
was expressed in terms of !, the SD of the center Gaussian. Larger
spacing in terms of ! indicates less receptive field overlap. The
model showed that represented information peaked when the
spacing was 1.9! (ON) and 1.8! (OFF) (Fig. 7B). Thus, optimal
overlap was slightly greater for the OFF array than for the ON
array, and the range of measured receptive field spacings (ON,
2.05 & 0.50!; OFF, 1.86 & 0.55!) tightly bracketed the computed
optimum. Importantly, the optimum lay far from the !4! spac-
ing required for simple tiling without overlap of the excitatory
region of the receptive fields.

Although the amount of represented information (height of
the curves in Fig. 7B) is expected to vary with the assumed re-

sponse distribution, the location of the optimum is not. This is
because the optimum depends primarily on how the amount of
information changes with receptive field size. Because SNR im-
proves by summation over additional cones, in any model, the
amount of represented information will improve as the loga-
rithm of the receptive field diameter (Derrington and Lennie,
1984) (see Materials and Methods, Eq. 5). Our model provides a
simple embodiment of this general phenomenon.

The hypothesized advantage of overlap is that it allows indi-
vidual cells to expand their centers and so improve their SNR by
averaging spatially correlated cone signals. This implies that over-
lap would confer no significant advantage for images lacking spa-
tial correlations. To test this, we studied the optimal array for
representing spatial white noise, which by definition lacks corre-
lations (Fig. 7A, right inset). The separation of receptive field
centers was fixed, whereas receptive field widths (hence overlap)
varied. As overlap decreased (and spacing expressed as ! in-
creased), the total represented information gradually increased
(Fig. 7B). Thus, the optimal spacing minimized receptive field
overlap, but, because the rate of increase was slow, there was little
advantage to selecting a particular array spacing provided it was
greater than !2!. This suggests that the strongly conserved 2!
spacing of ganglion cell arrays is a specific adaptation to the sta-
tistical regularities of natural images.

To test what properties of natural scenes set the optimal spac-
ing, we studied the optimal array for representing natural pink
noise: synthetic images with both the 1/f power spectrum (Field,
1987) and the skewed intensity distribution (Richards, 1982) of
natural scenes. For these synthetic images, the amount of infor-
mation represented by the array was greater than for natural
scenes, because natural pink noise, lacking higher-order correla-
tions, is less redundant. Nevertheless, the optimal array spacing
for the synthetic images was identical to that for natural scenes
(1.9! for model ON receptive fields) (Fig. 7B). This demon-
strated that the skewed intensity distribution and 1/f power spec-
trum of natural images were sufficient to explain the optimal
array spacing.

Measured with a white-noise stimulus, the inhibitory sur-
round of a brisk-transient cell was typically small and weak
(width, 1.37! for ON and 1.40! for OFF; strength relative to the
surround, 0.81 for ON and 0.72 for OFF). This agrees with pre-
vious reports for white-noise stimuli (Chichilnisky, 2001; Chich-
ilnisky and Kalmar, 2002), whereas stimuli containing spatial
correlations (e.g., sine waves) evoke a larger and stronger sur-
round (Derrington and Lennie, 1982). Because natural scenes
have spatial correlations, the latter should be true also for natural
stimuli. We therefore tested how relative surround width affects
optimal arrangement of receptive fields.

As surround width increased relative to center width, optimal
overlap decreased (i.e., optimal spacing expressed as ! increased)
(Fig. 7C). This can be explained by observing that larger sur-
rounds are less correlated with their centers and therefore less
effectively reduce the redundancy of neighboring ganglion cell
signals. In the optimal array, this is compensated by decreasing
receptive field overlap, or equivalently, increasing the spacing in
terms of !. Nevertheless, the effect on the optimal array geometry
was small: with a twofold wider surround, optimal spacing re-
mained within the range of spacings measured in the retina.
Moreover, across the range of tested surround widths (1.25–5!),
the optimal array always showed substantial receptive field over-
lap and never showed perfect tiling of the excitatory centers.

Figure 4. Simultaneous recordings from neighboring ganglion cells confirm that contrast
sensitivity is spatially invariant. A spot was presented at nine locations along a line through the
receptive field centers of a brisk-transient ON/ON ganglion cell pair. A, At suprathreshold con-
trast (3.2%), the firing rate of a cell increased when the spot was presented closer to its receptive
field center (average rate during the 500 ms trial). The sum of the firing rates of the cells varied
with spot position and peaked for a spot midway between the two cells. B, This was true for all
recorded pairs. C, An ideal observer detected the spot based on the response of either cell, or
both. When the spot was located near a receptive field center (arrows), detection performance
for single and combined responses was the same. For locations between cells, detection based
on the response of a single cell was worse than for a spot presented over the receptive field
center of the cell. However, when the responses of the two cells were combined, ideal observer
detection of a spot between receptive fields was the same as for a spot presented to the recep-
tive field center of either cell. D, This was observed for all pairs: combining responses of neigh-
boring cells, percentage correct detection is the same at each spot position.
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Robustness of the model prediction
Our model used an estimated cone SNR of !100 (see Materials
and Methods). To test the sensitivity of our results to the accuracy
of this estimate, we computed the optimal spacing of ON and
OFF arrays while varying the cone SNR from 1 to 10 4. Across this
range, the amount of information signaled by the array increased

as the logarithm of the SNR (data not
shown). However, optimal spacing varied
little, from 1.5 to 2! (Fig. 7D), which was
well within the range of spacings measured
in the guinea pig retina (Fig. 2B). Although
our model used existing data to derive a
best estimate of the cone SNR, this result
shows that predicted optimal cell spacing is
robust to substantial deviations in the real
cone SNR. In summary, optimal overlap
depends on balancing SNR improvement
attributable to receptive field expansion
against redundancy attributable to recep-
tive field overlap. Optimal overlap is pri-
marily insensitive to absolute SNR in the
cone and to the ganglion cell response
function and center-surround receptive
field dimensions.

Discussion
Functional architecture of ganglion
cell arrays
Dendritic fields of neighboring ganglion
cells were initially thought to tile the retina
efficiently, i.e., to completely cover it with
minimal overlap (Wassle et al., 1975,
1981a; Peichl and Wassle, 1979). This “ter-
ritoriality” was thought to be achieved
through mutual dendritic repulsion
(Wassle et al., 1981a; Perry and Linden,
1982). However, in Brn3b+/+ mice, in
which !80% of ganglion cells die early in
development, there was no increase in den-
dritic field size for the surviving cells but
instead gaps in dendritic coverage (Lin et
al., 2004). Moreover, although some types

do tile (Dacey, 1989; Vaney, 1994), the dendritic tips of a cell
typically reach the neighboring somas as shown here for guinea
pig (Fig. 2A) and elsewhere for cat (Wassle et al., 1981b; Cohen
and Sterling, 1992; Stein et al., 1996), ferret (Lohmann and
Wong, 2001), and primate (Dacey and Brace, 1992). Thus, tiling
is a special case and dendritic overlap (coverage factor of !3– 4)
is the rule (Wassle, 2004).

We can now reconcile this degree of dendritic overlap with
other aspects of the functional architecture of an array. As shown
first for model arrays of linearly summed Gaussian receptive
fields (DeVries and Baylor, 1997) and here for actual neurons
with their nonlinearities and response variability, 2! spacing of
the domed receptive field centers is just sufficient to provide a flat
contrast sensitivity surface. This is true for near-threshold as well
as strongly suprathreshold stimuli (Figs. 4 – 6). However, it re-
mained to explain precisely why sensitivity should be flat and
what fundamental property sets the optimal degree of overlap. To
explore this, we modeled how represented information is affected
by array structure.

Knowing that dendritic structure optimally improves SNR for
partially correlated signals to maximize information in a single
cell (Tsukamoto et al., 1990), we reasoned that array structure
might maximize total information in an array. This hypothesis
followed a pioneering effort to calculate for model photoreceptor
arrays tradeoffs between acuity, sensitivity, and total information
(Snyder et al., 1977). However, that study used white noise as
input, which seemed inappropriate here because white noise

Figure 5. Single-cell threshold for contrast detection does not improve by adding the response of a neighbor. Recording from
a ganglion cell pair, a spot of optimal size was presented over the center or midway between either cell. An ideal observer
detected the spot based on the response of either cell alone, or combined. The task of the ideal observer was to detect nonzero
contrast in a single-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice paradigm. A, B, Graphs show detection performance as the percent-
age correct choices on the basis of the response of cell 1, cell 2, or both. The dotted line represents detection threshold, set at 68%
correct. For a spot centered on one cell, contrast detection was not improved by including the response of the other cell. C, For a
spot midway between the two cells, both contribute to detection, but threshold is similar to that for a spot centered on either cell.
D–F, Combined contrast thresholds are as low as the best single-cell threshold and constant over space. D, Contrast threshold
based on the best single-cell response was the same as that based on the combined responses of neighbors. E, Moreover, the
average of the thresholds of the two cells for a centered spot and the recorded threshold for a spot located between them differed
by (5% (solid line; linear fit, slope 0.96). Data point marked with * represents an ON/OFF pair with unusually high overlap (for
details, see Results). F, Combined contrast threshold was the same for spots centered on and between cells. Thick line shows
mean & 1 SD.

Figure 6. Simulated contributions of all neighbors do not improve contrast detection. A, For
a centered spot at threshold (!4% contrast; OFF/OFF pair), a neighbor fires(2 spikes/s, which
suggests minimal redundancy. B, We recorded responses from pairs of neighboring ganglion
cells (filled circles) with a spot centered on one cell. Contrast threshold, computed with an ideal
observer, does not improve when the responses of the center cell (inset, solid line) and a single
neighbor (inset, dotted line) are combined (mean & 1 SD). We simulated additional neighbors
(inset, dotted lines) from the response of the recorded neighbor (see Results). For all recorded
pairs (n ' 15), adding up to six neighbors did not significantly lower the threshold for contrast
detection (t test, p ' 0.13). In a control simulation, combining successive responses from the
center cell improved detection in accordance with the square root law (open circles).
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lacks the natural spatial correlations to
which individual cells are adapted. Indeed,
classic work showed that center-surround
receptive field architecture optimizes in-
formation transmission from natural im-
ages rather than white noise (Srinivasan et
al., 1982; Atick and Redlich, 1990; van Ha-
teren, 1992). Therefore, we tested model
arrays with natural images and used white
noise as a control.

It transpired that an array is optimal for
natural images when cells extend their den-
drites to improve SNR but balance this
against the redundancy caused by the
added overlap. Greater SNR increases in-
formation, but greater redundancy (by oc-
cupying more of the limited dynamic range
of each cell) reduces information. For nat-
ural images, these tendencies are balanced
at an array spacing of !2!. For white
noise, the total represented information
increases steadily with decreasing overlap
because, lacking correlations, the represen-
tation of white noise is not improved by
summation. Thus, for white noise, an array
is strictly optimal when receptive field
overlap is minimal. This null result for
white noise strengthens the broad hypoth-
esis that the spatial structure of a ganglion
cell array is adapted to the statistics of nat-
ural scenes.

We calculated the hypothesized
tradeoff between SNR improvement and
redundancy in terms of a common curren-
cy: bits of information. However, redun-
dantly encoded information also has a con-
crete cost in retinal resources: representing
more information requires more synapses
within the retina (C. Ratliff, H. Kao, P.
Sterling, and V. Balasubramanian, unpub-
lished observations) (Sterling, 2004) and
more spikes at the output (Koch et al.,
2006), which makes redundant informa-
tion expensive (Levy and Baxter, 1996; Attwell and Laughlin,
2001; Balasubramanian et al., 2001; de Polavieja, 2004; Koch et
al., 2006). Interestingly, minimizing the energetic cost of signal-
ing in a simple model can produce arrays resembling retinal mo-
saics (Vincent and Baddeley, 2003).

Flat sensitivity surface versus maximizing information
Maximizing total information represented by an array does not
require that the array elements communicate equal information
about each point in a visual scene. Indeed, we find that reducing
redundancy at the expense of SNR improvement is not identical
to achieving a flat sensitivity surface. Specifically, for model re-
ceptive field surrounds of more than twice the measured width,
optimal spacing is )3! (Fig. 7C). For such spacings, the linearly
summed contrast sensitivity surface is not flat (Fig. 3A,C). Thus,
for the two alternative hypotheses concerning receptive field
overlap (i.e., flat sensitivity vs maximum information) to agree,
the relative surround width must lie within a specific range, and
that is where our measurements fell (Fig. 7C).

Mechanisms for independent signaling
The redundancy accompanying 2! receptive field spacing im-
plies that neighboring cells do not encode information entirely
independently. To quantify the degree of (in)dependence, we
calculated the amount of information conveyed by a cell and by
its neighbor concerning the presence of a stimulus. Perfect detec-
tion corresponds to 1 bit of information. Correct detections with
probability p correspond to I ' 1 * p log2 p * (1 + p) log2 (1 +
p) bits. For a cell with centered suprathreshold stimulus, p is
!0.98, whereas for the neighbor, p is !0.85. For the cell with
centered threshold stimulus, p ' 0.68 (by definition), whereas for
the neighbor, p is !0.54. Thus, above threshold, the ratio of
information carried by the centered cell and its neighbor was !2,
whereas at threshold, the ratio was !20. Thus, a ganglion cell and
its neighbor signal more independently at threshold than at high
contrast, in agreement with previous reports (Mastronarde,
1983; Meister et al., 1995; Schnitzer and Meister, 2003). Thus, the
encoding of contrast of an array is sparse near threshold and more
redundant at high contrast.

Given a dendritic coverage factor of 3– 4 and receptive field

Figure 7. Information about natural scenes is maximized for model arrays when receptive fields are spaced at approximately
twice the SD of the central Gaussian (2!). A, We measured information represented by a receptive field array stimulated with
natural images. Left inset, Small patch of natural image with overlaid array. Right inset, Small patch of white noise with an
overlaid array. B, Information represented from natural images peaks at a receptive field (RF) spacing of !2!. Bars show the
average measured spacing & 1 SD for the ON and OFF arrays (ON, n ' 8, light bar; OFF, n ' 12, dark bar). Tested with synthetic
natural images (natural pink noise; see Results), represented information peaks at the same receptive field spacing as for natural
scenes. Information represented from white-noise images increases monotonically, but gradually, with center spacing in units of
!. Hence, the optimal array for white noise has large spacing, effectively minimizing receptive field overlap. C, Optimal spacing
is robust to changes in receptive field surround width: a twofold increase in the surround width would leave optimal spacing
within the measured range (ON, light bar; OFF, dark bar). Surround widths much larger ())2-fold) than the measured width
would lead to widely spaced optimal arrays ()3 s) with contrast sensitivity surfaces that are not flat (compare Fig. 3 A, C; see
Discussion). D, Optimal spacing is also robust to changes in the cone SNR estimate: over four orders of magnitude of the SNR,
optimal array spacing remains within the measured range.
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center coverage factor of 4 – 6 (Fig. 2A,B), how can a ganglion cell
respond independently of its neighbors? Several mechanisms
probably contribute. First, the Gaussian distribution of synapses
ensures that a spot centered on one ganglion cell excites ap-
proximately threefold more bipolar cell synapses on that cell
than on any one of its neighbors (Fig. 2 B). Consequently, a
stimulus just strong enough to evoke spikes in the optimally
stimulated cell is too weak (by approximately threefold) to
reliably evoke spikes from a neighbor. Second, a stimulus cen-
tered on one cell falls substantially on the surround of the
neighbor, causing lateral inhibition. Third, a presynaptic,
nonlinear mechanism combines with the spike threshold to
prevent transmission of the smaller graded signals (Zaghloul
et al., 2003; Dhingra and Smith, 2004). Thus, to a center spot
near threshold, a ganglion cell fires relatively independently
because local circuits and cellular mechanisms selectively at-
tenuate weaker signal of the neighboring cells.

Predictions for other neuronal arrays
Our finding that array structure maximizes information from
spatially correlated signals makes several predictions. (1) Arrays
should adjust their overlap to the particular aspect of a natural
scene for which they are specialized, e.g., bright versus dark re-
gions. This might explain the modest difference in overlap be-
tween ON and OFF arrays (Figs. 2B, 7B) (Ratliff, Kao, Sterling,
and Balasubramanian, unpublished observations). (2) Overlap
should be strongly conserved across mammals that share the
same terrestrial environment. It is (Peichl, 1991). (3) Overlap
should differ for animals in habitats with different power spectra,
for example, terrestrial versus aquatic (Atick et al., 1992; Balboa
and Grzywacz, 2003), which can be tested.

The insight regarding array structure (maximize information
by balancing SNR improvement against redundancy) can be ap-
plied to predict overlap for any neuronal array, given the recep-
tive field weighting profile and array density of its cells. Although
most receptive fields are dome-like, with !2! spacing (such as
those studied here) (DeVries and Baylor, 1997), two exceptions
are known. ON–OFF directionally selective ganglion cells tuned
to the same preferred direction show simple tiling without over-
lap (Vaney, 1994), and so do midget ganglion cells (Dacey, 1994).
The explanation for directionally selective cells, which are selec-
tive for motion, might involve considering temporal correlations:
neighbors with the same directional tuning should not overlap
because a preferred stimulus moving from one cell to next evokes
temporally correlated responses that would be more informative
if the receptive fields did not overlap spatially. The explanation
for midget cells might reside in the specific spatial weighting
function of these cells: for a fixed distance between cells, pre-
dicted optimal spacing increases for cells with a relatively broad
surround (Fig. 7C).

More generally, our methods can be used to assess how effec-
tively the tuning functions of individual cells within any array are
distributed across the dynamic range of the input of the array.
This addresses a fundamental question about the neuronal rep-
resentation of the sensory environment, a question that is rele-
vant beyond the arrays of the retina and even beyond the visual
system per se. The model here described could be used to study
the neuronal arrays that encode color, orientation, and direction
of motion in the visual cortex, and even place cells in the
hippocampus.

Appendix
Information in receptive field arrays
To compute the redundancy in receptive field arrays, we first
recognized that the response of our model receptive fields can be
split into a weighted sum of local luminance (Lc, the central
Gaussian response) and contrast (balanced center + surround):

Receptive field # Lc $ kLs # $1 $ k%Lc ' k$Lc $ Ls% # L ' C.

(9)

Here k is the surround weighting and C ' k (Lc + Ls) is the
contrast contribution to the receptive field. Luminance and con-
trast are statistically independent in natural scenes (Mante et al.,
2005). Because of this statistical independence, the information
in the responses of the receptive field arrays (IN) is bounded from
below by the information in the contrast array (Madiman and
Barron, 2008) and is bounded from above by the sum of the
information in luminance and the information in contrast
(Cover and Thomas, 1991):

I$C% % IN % I$C% ' I$L%. (10)

The luminance in natural scenes is well known to have scale-
invariant correlations that persist over the entire scene (Burton
and Moorhead, 1987; Field, 1987), whereas contrast correlations
decay rapidly with distance (Srinivasan et al., 1982; Atick and
Redlich, 1990).

The information in an m # m array of luminance filters (cen-
tral Gaussians) can be written as

Im#m # m2I1$1 $ )%, (11)

where I1 is the luminance information in a single filter and )
measures the redundancy in the m # m array. The scale invari-
ance of the correlations in luminance further implies that

Im
k & mk # m2kIl$1 $ )%k. (12)

Letting N be the total number of receptive fields in the array, we
can write this as

IN # N ! I1(1 $ ))
1
2 logmN # N(1+*) ! I1, (13)

with

0 + * # $
1

2
logm$1 $ )% + 1. (14)

Thus, the information in luminance scales sublinearly with the
number of elements in the array.

However, the information in contrast scales linearly with the
number of elements in the array because the correlations decay
rapidly with distance (Fig. 6C). Thus, for large arrays, we can
write

I$C% % IN % I$C%$1 ' O$N+*%%, (15)

implying that, when N is large, the information in contrast gives a
very good estimate of the information in the full receptive field
array response. In what follows, we will therefore take I (C) / IN.

Contrast correlations are primarily the result of overlap be-
tween nearest neighbor receptive fields (Meister, 1996; DeVries,
1999; Meister and Berry, 1999). Thus, the shared information
between contrast filters (balanced center + surround) is negligi-
ble for all but nearest neighbors. Therefore, we can write an ap-
proximate formula for the information in a rectangular contrast
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array in terms the of the number of adjacent neighbors (Nadj) and
the number of diagonal neighbors (Ndiag):

IN # NIl $ NadjMIadj $ NdiagMIdiag, (16)

where MIadj is the mutual information (for a definition of mutual
information, see Cover and Thomas, 1991) between adjacent
pairs (and similarly for diagonals). To test this formula, we con-
structed 2 # 3 arrays of contrast filters quantized to 10 equally
likely response levels, and 3 # 3 arrays quantized to 4 response
levels; responses were rectified so that model ON cells repre-
sented positive contrast, whereas model OFF cells represented
negative contrast. Quantization of the response models the dis-
tinguishable signaling levels of a ganglion cell after accounting for
noise (Dhingra and Smith, 2004). Mapping responses to 10 levels
in this way requires a saturating nonlinearity, thus including a
simple model of the nonlinearity in the ganglion cell response. In
each case, the formula predicted the measured joint entropy to
within 1.5% at a separation of 2!. Figure 8 shows how contrast
information per receptive field (i.e., IN/N with IN given by the
formula above) changes with N for different array spacings. In all
cases, the information per receptive field for very large arrays
asymptotes to a constant value that depends on the cell spacing
and geometry of the array. For large rectangular arrays contain-
ing N receptive fields, the number of adjacent and diagonal pairs
(Nadj, Ndiag) can be counted explicitly. The total information in a
receptive field array is then given by

IN % N$I1 $ 2MIadj $ 2MIdiag%, (17)

matching the asymptotic values for large N in Figure 8.
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